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No, we’re not talking about your grandfather or anyone else’s grandfather. We’re talking about so-
called “grandfathered” health insurance plans. During the debate over the new healthcare law (the 
PPACA), supporters endlessly repeated that, “If you like your current health insurance plan, you can 
keep it.” Now, however, an interim final rule from the Obama administration largely voided that 
promise. For small business, the message has effectively become, “If you like your current health 
insurance plan, there’s around a 1-in-5 chance you can keep it past 2012.”  
 
The PPACA requires all new policies to include expensive new features. Businesses were told during 
the debate that if they already offered insurance, they could keep their old plans – without most of 
the bells and whistles required for new policies. However, even old plans would have to include some 
of the new features at higher cost. For small businesses, many of whom operate on very thin margins, 
these costs could mean financial trouble. Normally, a business owner would ask his insurance agent how 
to trim the policy back to keep costs within budget. With advice in hand, the owner and his employees 
might agree that the best solution is, for example, to increase co-pays by a few dollars or to switch to an 
equivalent plan offered by a different insurer. Businesses generally revise their policies in this fashion 
whenever it’s time for a new contract. Having been told that they could keep their current plans, most 
assumed that, as in prior years, they could make such small adjustments to hit budgetary targets. 
Wrong.  
 
The PPACA specified that “significant” changes would void a company’s ability to grandfather its old 
policy, but the definition of “significant” was left undefined. The interim final rule released by the 
Secretaries of Labor and HHS defines significant changes as practically any changes. So, for example, 
the business loses grandfathered status if it does any of the following: Drops some significant treatment 
from the plan. Raises coinsurance (e.g., patient’s portion of surgical bills) from 15% to 20%. Raises 
copayments by more than medical inflation + 15% (e.g., increases office visit co-pay from $30 to $45). 
Raises deductibles by more than medical inflation + 15%. Reduces the employer contribution by more 
than 5 percentage points (e.g., 75% to 65%). Changes insurance companies … period.   
 
In other words, the interim final rule leaves most businesses with three choices: (1) keep the old 
policy, virtually unchanged, at a considerably higher price than it would have cost without the PPACA; 
(2) drop the old policy and buy one of the new, even more expensive policies; or (3) drop the coverage 
altogether.  
 
However virtuous the bells and whistles might be from a medical standpoint (and one can debate 
that), there is no longer any doubt – the changes will be expensive. For many businesses, and 
especially small businesses, losing the old plans will mean severe, job-killing financial stress. By the 
White House’s own estimates, by 2013, between 49% and 80% (mid-range 66%) of small businesses will 
lose their grandfathered policies. For large businesses, the equivalent percentages are 34% and 64% 
(mid-range of 49%). Notice that, as with other post-enactment surprises, this one hits small business 
much harder than big business.  
 
The discovery that they can’t keep the policies they like is one more guarantee that small business will 
experience higher healthcare costs and greater uncertainty. The cost will be measured in terms of 
growth forgone and jobs lost. For small business, it’s looking like PPACA stands for “Pull the Plug on 
Affordable Care Act.”  
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